
WEEK  #3  SUMMER  RUNNING  NOTES: 
 

JUNE 22nd …WE STARTED SUMMER FUN RUNS!!!!  It was so exciting to finally get back to where we 

had kids together again and start sharing team goals.  I wanted to wait until Wed to do these to see how they 

went.  My notes at the end give more details but…We had 35 kids run tempo 800s on Monday..those with a few 

notes are posted on website.  Then we came back on Tues with 46 kids showing up for the fun run.  And, for the 

3rd week in a row, we had over 30+ kids send in weekly miles thru emails.    We added Solenne and Carlee in 

girls this week; NO BOYS!.  At this point, we already have 10+ runners who have gone over 100 summer miles 

with several of those who will hit 200 after this week.  Awesome!! 

 

DO YOU REALIZE??? 

• In 7 weeks, practice starts…that is 50 days left to log summer miles.  And only 
60+ until that first race..it will fly by. 

• Remember: 
A.  Better to start late than not start at all. 
B. 1 day of running is better than none; build on that first day. 
C. When you send in your weekly miles, it gives me a chance to see not only 

what you are doing but…give some feedback. 
 

RUNNERS WHO SENT MILES IN WEEK  #3: 
Lauren E.  Erin E.     Colin O.  Andrew F. 

Lyndi   Nina     Ross M.  Isaac 

Kendall  Addi H.    Jacob K.  Pablo 

Macee   Hannah    Eli   Soren 

Becca   Maddi E.    Nic M.   Aaron M.              

Jasmine  Army 

Jaidyn   Claire M. 

Alivia F.  Ila B. 

Lindsey P  Zadina 

Grace    Mia K. 

Madi V.  Lily V. 

Claire S.  Brynna W. 

Solenne R.  Carlee B. 

**Sent in miles last week; not this week. Remember to be eligible for X tra mile shirt, you get one free miss on 

sending in miles; some of you get an extra freebie “IF” you sent miles the 2 weeks of May.  

** If you sent in miles and I did not list you, let me know; a lot of kids to try to keep track of 

**8 Returning Girl Runners from 2019 got  miles in; missed one but the girls continue to be responsible and 

build that “team effort” which will show up big time this fall. 

**Once again, only 2 of top 6 returning boys got miles in and still not over 10 total; this is not going well for 

that group even though I appreciate those who are being responsible we have to remember we are a team and 

we need EVERYONE on board.     

 

TEMPO 800 NOTES ARE INCLUDED AT THE END OF THIS WEEK’S NOTES 

 

KEEP CHECKING WEBSITE FOR UPDATES ON TEAM..SHOULD LOOK EVERY 

OTHER DAY 



THINGS TO FOCUS ON AS WE CONTINUE SUMMER PHASE OF RUNNING:  (will be reposted often) 

• Increase the number of days you run; the number of times you run!! 

a.  Adding that volume builds strength so that when we get to the speed part of XC training, we 

have a bigger base to build on..the bigger the base, the better you can become. 

b. Rookies/those not in shape at all…shoot for 3 days a week; then a day off; do that cycle for 2 

wks/ then go to 4 days a week; day off. 

c. Vets/those in shape should not be satisfied with less than 5 or 6 miles a day…once you can 

handle that, start looking at doubles. 

• As you increase the days/times  you are running, be sure to also start increasing the distances run. 

a.  Your long run of the week is what you base other workouts on.  There should be one day of 

each week that has the longest run of the week in it.   

b. You will increase your weekly mileage using that as a guideline…once I run 6 miles long, my 

short runs should probably not be less than 4…if you want more ideas on that, send me emails 

or read post on how to set up training weeks. 

SEND COACH POPP YOUR WEEKLY/SUMMER TOTALS EVERY WEEKEND!! 

• Include each day run with the time of that run…either total time or even better, pace per mile if 

you have GPS watch. 

• Add up the miles for the week and include that. 

• Add those weekly miles to your summer total and include that! 

a.  I will reply to each runner with some advice/suggestions 

b. I can’t help you train better/smarter “IF” I don’t know what you are doing. 

c. “IF” you know you are going to send me this each week, it also “helps” you be a little more 

accountable.  I know most of you want to/are excited about getting better and helping our 

teams stay great…but those things won’t happen unless we work for it. 

 

FINAL  THOUGHTS  FOR  WK 3:  (these are things ALL of you can share/be aware of) 

 

• It was AWESOME seeing so many kids show up this week who I have not seen yet this 

spring/have not sent in miles…and we had some new 6th graders and rookies who looked pretty 

good too.  Some of them even got their first tempo 800s in.  Lets keep it up..those who were here 

but not sending in weekly miles—do so…AND LETS GET THE KIDS WHO ARE STILL 

MISSING HERE…ONE AT A TIME!! 

• Don’t be afraid of tempo 800s…the ONLY thing they are doing is starting to get you ready for 

“pace” of races.  The kids doing those have a HUGE advantage over those who don’t.  Read those 

notes & be ready/excited each week to do them.  We usually only get 5 or 6 of those each summer. 

• DOUBLES:  I am seeing more and more kids doing doubles..with the lack of spring track, and 

some of you getting late starts, we need to gradually increase what we are doing…we are almost to 

the end of June; we need to be aware of that as we consider our longer runs, how often we run, 

doubles.  At running camp (usually around July 10) we do 5 doubles in a row in the mountains! 

• Loved seeing Addi H checking roster to see which girls were not there/who to still get in contact 

with.  How many of you are making that effort to get those missing kids here??? 

• YOU KIDS MADE MY WEEK!!!  

• WE have taken some great steps already in being a TOP TEAM this fall…but we have work to do  

 

“Excuses are nothing more than a reason for failure!” I am not going to give you grief for  missing/not being 

there/whatever, but….there are consequences, both good and bad, for every decision YOU make… 

 

Bikes/Ice Baths/Core…and builds once in a while will all help you minimize the soreness. 

 

 



TEMPO  800  NOTES 

 

1.  We had 35 kids there; impressive considering in past yrs we 

have already had 5-6 fun runs BEFORE these start not to mention 

all the school/meeting contacts..this was lined up thru internet 

and social networking.  Lets keep being there and add kids!! 

2. I was impressed!!! 

A.  We had a lot of vets who not only were able to do all 6 but 

some of you were quite a bit ahead of last yr; way ahead of 

times from 2 yrs ago.  It really showed for kids who have been 

doing some training!!  There was more than 1 surprise. 

B. Rookies and kids who  have not been running this spring.  Just 

the fact that you did some of these is a step in the right 

direction.  This was not an easy workout for those kids; 

especially the rookies who were not only there for the first 

time but doing this..almost like showing up in the fall and the 

first practice is mile intervals. 

3. Remember, this is a STARTING POINT!! Nothing is decided from 

these except to let you know where you & your teammates are 

4. “Whatever” you did is better than not doing anything..you gained! 

5. FIND LAST YR’S TEAM HANDBOOK…compare times to where you 

were at..other teammates. (Page 3 of team handbook) 

6. Things we will work on: 

A.  Trying to be a little more realistic and consistent: 

• Some of you ran the first one way too fast; paid for it later 

• You are shooting for a pace that is close to 5K pace; look 

at your PMA’s from meets; anything much faster is just 

using a system you will not use in races!! 

• Can you run even times or negatives??? 

• Keeping our good running form/breathing/finishing fast but 

not out of control 

• Mental toughness to maintain that pace..a lot of that will 

come as you get into better shape. 

 

“I WENT HOME PRETTY EXCITED ABOUT THE KIDS WHO 

WERE THERE!! 



 

 

 

 


